klabautermann images
DIRECTING DOP Duo

This is how Marvin’s dog would describe the Klaubautermänner:
Well, what can I say, the guys care at least as much about capturing captivating creative moments,
than they care about feeding me what I want them to feed me – Cesar baby!
They are incredibly hard-working, able to move fast & flexible & hate wasting other people’s time.
But they always make sure there’s a bit of extra time for the good stuﬀ in between – dog cuddles!
The guys are super-eﬃcient, in creative control & always keep the brand in mind.
It’s really important to them that everybody has a great time and enjoys collaborating together.
As far as I can remember they got together in Hamburg in 2012 – I was still a small pup.
They are team mates Marvin Tomé (former sailor) & Julian Weber (Ex-Art Director).
A dynamic & driven DIRECTOR/DOP DUO and repped by FROEHLICH MANAGEMENT.
Here’s some clients who have trusted the guys to do some fun stuﬀ for them:
NIKE / VW / Google / YOUTUBE / D&G and LEVI’S.
They also had the pleasure to meet Cara Delevingne, Karolina Kurkova, Adrien Brody and many other nice
people and a couple of animals – I always try and get them to cast some hot dogs.
They love to shoot abroad and have travelled to Cuba, Iceland, USA, Japan and more places.
Guess that’s all chaps. I do like them a lot. Although I’m a bit jealous of Julian for hanging out so much
with Marvin,I’m still Number 1 though.
Anyway, the guys are pretty down to earth and simply love what they do,
Marvin & Julian are KLABAUTERMANN IMAGES.
(In case you are wondering: “a merry, diligent water spirit who’s assisting sailors and brings luck”)
Wuﬀ & Ahoy!

